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Heart-touching romantic instrumental piano ballads, which surely will impress you and take you on a

soothing sensual voyage to your heart. 12 MP3 Songs in this album (39:36) ! Related styles: EASY

LISTENING: Orchestral, NEW AGE: Neo-Classical People who are interested in Henry Mancini Ludovico

Einaudi Giovanni Allevi should consider this download. Details: Jrgen Fischer is a born genius of the

Pianoforte and whiz kid of Melody. Born on the 10th of June, 1966 in Baden-Baden / Germany, he settled

down in Switzerland since 1971, where he hence attended the schools and college and where he is living

and composing until nowadays. From the time when he was 21 years old, he was compelled to compose

beautiful melodies. Already at that time he composed several romantic pieces for the piano. Since then

he composed more than 200 music songs which echoes his wide range of styles of his gift. His specialty

is however, the romantic classical music type. On top, he was also a personal student of the famous

Slovak composer Peter Smkal. In the year 1987, when he just was 20 years old, he published his first

Compositions Vol. 1, a series of 12 romantic themes, played by the famous National Radio Orchestra of

Bratislava / Slovakia. In the year 1990, together with the orchestra director Viroslav Matusik, he realized

and published his second album Symphonic Poems, which is composed of four symphonic segments and

was recorded in the recording studio of the Radio Bratislava and played by the famous Slovakian

Radiophonic Orchestra. His third album (1992) Performed Relationships is not one of his usual music

CDs. Its his personal experimental chapter which illustrates his thoughts and evaluations towards the

modern music styles of the days. In the year 1996, after his graduation from the Academy of Audio-visual

Arts in Lugano (CISA), he completed a project with the guitarist Lupo Lupazzi from Ticino / Switzerland

and the trombonist Giovanni Lanzetti. Later, in the year 1997, he was re-discovered by the Germans

Radio and Broadcast companies through his former album Compositions Vol. 1 and thereafter aired

consistently, being rated as melodious music suitable for all ages. After a period as Producer and Sound

Technician in his Studio in Ticino / Switzerland JF Project Studio, he focused again on composing new

melodies. Thus a new album emerged: Wonderful Piano Melodies, comprised 14 pieces, which where

released together with 14 Music-Videos in the year 2003. Subsequently they where aired daily for two
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consequent years as intermediary pre-program clips on the private Swiss TV Station Teleticino in Ticino /

Switzerland. Next Jrgen Fischer created in the year 2006 a further album Piano Solo, in which he packed

all his musical experiences and melodious feelings, and which reflects and summarizes the climax of his

30 years log career as a musician and composer. Golden Piano Angel is since then his last album, a work

of art from the year 2007, the quintessence of his music composed specially for movies and films. Therein

he illustrates the passion and the strength of the newly revived classical melodious music, which

accentuates the romanticism and harmony in a placid but solemn manner, reaching out to ones heart and

touching ones soul. Yet dynamic and full of the fire of passion and love!
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